
PROTECH reinforced protective cases are cleverly designed to protect your devices efficiently if they happen to 
be dropped. Several technologies using different materials have been developed to cushion shocks, absorb the 
shockwave and disperse the energy of the impact. The exclusive combination of several protection elements means 
that PROTECH is highly resistant to falls and drops, in fact, 15 times higher than the requirements of  military standard 
MIL-STD 810G.

Flexible and light, PROTECH cases fit perfectly like a second skin around the devices they protect and thus take up 
a minimum of space.

Featuring user-friendly accessories and carry options (neck strap, grip strap, stylus holder, base for tablets) PROTECH 
cases for tablets and input terminals are the ideal combination to safely carry and use your devices.

REINFORCED PROTECTIVE CASE
FOR TABLET / HYBRID PC
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Shock cushioning

Shock wave absorption

Impact energy dispersion

AIR CELL SYSTEM
Composed of multiple flexible ridges.

4 SHOCK WAVE ABSORBERS
TFP 4.0* pads, adjustable in height and density 
to cushion and absorber shocks and vibrations 
proportionally to their intensity. Their specific shape is 
designed to facilitate dispersion of the impact energy.

PATENTED INNOVATION

Shock cushioning

Shock wave absorption

Impact energy dispersion

PERIMETRIC BUMPER
4 reinforced corners with integrated TFP 4.0* 
pads.

PATENTED INNOVATION

Shock cushioning

Shock wave absorption

Impact energy dispersion
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Drop-resistant : up to 400 drops from 1.20m

2 patented shock-resistant syustems

Optimal ergonomy and portability

Recycled 30% and recyclable 100%

PATENTED
PENDING



REINFORCED PROTECTIVE CASE
FOR TABLET / HYBRID PC

INCLUDED ACCESSORIES

Typing position

Tripod Stylus holder

For typing in standing positionPortait/Landscape layout

Elastic hand strap

For transport

Viewing position *Stylus not included

Shoulder strap (Max.lenght 170cm)

MOBILIS™, the MOBILIS™ logos (MOBILIS® logo, MOBILIS® Care & Carry logo and M logo), and other distinctive signs appearing on this file are trademarks of MOBILIS DEVELOPMENT. All logos are also protected by Copyright. Non-contractual pictures. 

Hybrid PC : compatible supplier keyboard
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PACK COMPOSITION

• 1 case
• 1 shoulder strap + 4 soft rings to attach it
• Installation instructions

REFERENCES
To know all available references, please contact your sales representative.

Brand Ref Product EAN code

APPLE 053002 PROTECH Pack FR - Tablet Case for iPad 2020 10.2'' (8th/7th gen) - kraft box S 3700992516752

SAMSUNG 053007 PROTECH Pack FR - Tablet Case for Galaxy Tab Active 3  8’’ - Kraft box S 3700992521275

053006 PROTECH Pack FR - Tablet Case for Galaxy Tab A7 10.4’’ - Kraft box S 3700992520742

053003 PROTECH Pack - Tablet Case for Galaxy Tab Active Pro 3700992516882

052004 PROTECH Pack FR - Tablet Case for Galaxy Tab Active2 8’’ - kraft box size S 3700992511542

LENOVO 053008 PROTECH Pack FR - Tablet Case for Lenovo P11 - kraft box 3700992522371

053005 PROTECH Pack - Tablet Case for Lenovo Tab M10 Plus FHD 2019 (2nd gen) (TBX 606) 3700992518169

053004 PROTECH Pack - Tablet Case for Lenovo Tab M8 HD 2019 (2nd gen) (TB 8505) 3700992518152

MICROSOFT 052020 PROTECH Pack - Tablet Case for Surface Go 2 / Surface Go 3700992512891

*TFP 4.0
The new generation of MOBILIS® exclusive anti-shock material
Specifically made to cushion shocks even the most violent, it instantly absorbs up to 90% of impact energy, then disperses it. Thus, no shock 
wave is transmitted to your device. This new TFP 4.0 generation is reinforced with more microcells, to be more efficient in repeated impact 
absorption.

+ MOBILIS® exclusivity

+


